UniTech now provides an exciting program to assure that your workers can enjoy the superior protection of our ProTech coveralls and comprehensive launderable apparel system – and that you avoid both the capital expense of buying and the commitments of leasing.

Better protection and lower cost than depending on single-use apparel

Pay ONLY for what you use
The One Program works like this:

- We work with you to calculate the number of coveralls and accessories you need each day during your outage.
- We provide MORE THAN ENOUGH coveralls and accessories to meet your needs between deliveries – no worries about running out.
- We pick up used coveralls and accessories and deliver new supplies as needed.
- You pay ONLY a cost-per-use charge for the items processed.
- This cost includes everything: coverall and accessory use, laundering, transportation, radwaste disposal… all rolled into the economical ONE PROGRAM cost.

Plus:
You enjoy all the following as part of your efficient ColorSized One Program:

- ProTech Plus coveralls
- ProTech Plus hoods
- Rubber shoes and gloves
- Nylon booties

Plus:
At NO CHARGE, a Mobile Safety Store trailer packed with 2,000 extra clothing sets (As an added advantage, the trailer can have consumable safety supplies for just-in-time customer access)

Access to our UniWear line of single-use coveralls and accessories, which are ideal as sacrificial outer garments in high-contamination areas

Need more information or a cost comparison? Contact your UniTech account manager or our corporate sales group at (413) 543-6911.